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CÉSAR
JUCKER
19.02.1996  I  Geneva  I  cesar.jucker@bluewin.ch

2016  Cadschool, Autodesk Certificate on AutoCAD 2D, Geneva, Switzerland

2016  IELTS, level 7, Manchester, UK

2016  1st year Bachelor of Architecture at EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

2014  Swiss Federal Maturity, Geneva, Switzerland

Planned      Volunteer rebuilding after 2015 earthquake, Kathmandu, Nepal

09-12 2016  Internship at DVK, Geneva, Switzerland

06-08 2015  Internship  at Groupe8 Asia, Hanoi, Vietnam

07-08 2014  Internship at FSZ Architeketen, Berlin, Germany

09-10 2013  Internship at Atelier Jean Nouvel, Barcelona, Spain

07-08 2011  Internship in a masonry trade company, Grignan, France

WORK EXPERIENCE & VOLUNTARY WORK

EDUCATION

SKILLS
Adobe Creative Suite 

Autocad 2D

Microsoft Office

LANGUAGES
French - mother tongue

English - IELTS level 7

German - fluent
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MEA-
SURES
September 2014  I  Lausanne  I  EPFL

Reusable mould of the void, I & II. Site: Inside Lausanne at the Mudac, I & II.

II. II.
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M
EASU

RES  I  2014  I  EPFL

Drawing of the site and of the mould. Scale 1:33

Plaster model of the void, I & II. II.

“Measures“ is a project based on 
spatial contained void in the city 
of Lausanne, developed through 
measurements and analysis. This 
work focuses on the empty space 
that is delimited by the canopy. 

The plaster model quantifies the 
void confined by the canopy and the 
ground.
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ELE-
MENT
November 2014  I  Lausanne  I  EPFL
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ELEM
EN

T  I  2014  I  EPFL

II.

Element parasitising the site, I, II & III.
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Drawing of the Element. Scale 1:33, 1:20. Research of perspective view and back inclinaison. 
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ELEM
EN

T  I  2014  I  EPFL

III.

“Element“ is the concept of a full 
scale bed that developps a spatial 
idea related to the body.

The bed acts like a plant, parasiting 
and standing on the wall, without the 
need of nails or screws: the wall stays 
intact, respecting the site. 

“The suspension is all. Suspension of 
our ideas, our spirit and Time.
Sometimes, our thoughts are full of 
doubt. We are questioning. Our spirit 
try to escape, to elevate to another 
world.
The opening of our vision and the 
lost of our benchmarks allow this 
escape from the real world.
Because the spirit of man can only 
blossom with the absence of limits.“
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DOUBLE 
ELEMENT
November 2015  I  Lausanne  I  EPFL

Double Element tension point regarding to the body, 
I & II.

Double Element is a collaboration 
with Ricky Lee, Guillaume Pause and 
Nathan Voyame. It is a hybrid deve-
lopment between two programs: a 
bed and a window.

The project is thought through 
different points of a topography of a 
street in Lausanne.    
    
 

II.
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D
O

U
BLE ELEM

EN
T  I  2015  I  EPFL

Double Element’s objectiv is to bring 
the vertical forces to one point, to 
translate the tension of the street. 
By reposing on the structure, the 
body captures the unevenness of the 
street’s inclin.

The heights of the five vertical extre-
mities correspond to the peaks of the 
topography. The forces interlock in 
the center of tension.    
  

Drawing of the Double Element. Scale 1:50

Drawing of interlocking. No glue or screw or needed to build the Double Element.
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Double Element: tension point of the forces.
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D
O

U
BLE ELEM

EN
T  I  2015  I  EPFL
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LAMP

July 2013  I  Grignan  I  France

Lamp turn on.

This lamp, called “the tightrope walker“ 
results from an emotional discharge. 

This work was my first welding 
experience. It was the first time that 
I worked on a change of state. It is 
an extraordinary way to bind ener-
gy and this work seeks to capture all 
this intensity into the center of the 
lamp where the light bulb is located.

Lamp creates two zones of light as de-
monstrated in the picture on the next 
page. 
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LAM
P  I  2013 I  FRAN

C
E

Luminous impact zone of the Lamp.

Ink drawing of the first part of the work that consisted of a form process before the material study.
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Painting of a volume analysis showing plan, elevation and cut. Here, the lamp is a confrontation of forces 
express by quadrilaterals.
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LAM
P  I  2013  I  FRAN

C
E

This sculpture is a work on materials. 
It studies the forcing together of two 
materials, organic and  inorganic. The 
energy and the speed brought by the 
curved steel is absorbed by the cy-
press. 
I wanted to express  both the thinness 
and fragility of the steel blade. 

Raw cypress trunk receiving the curved  steel blade.
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PLANES

December 2015  I  Lausanne  I  EPFL

Interior view of the spatial proposition. IImpact of the vertical planes on the site. Model scale. 1:33

Planes is a spatial bringing space to-
gether of  horizontal and  vertical pla-
nes.  I wanted to develop the idea in-
herent in the Double Element. 

By experimenting with bringing the 
vertical forces to one point in an X 
column (expressed by the cardboard 
in the first picture above.)   This X co-
lumn is used as a vertical plane that 
defines a spatial development.
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PLAN
ES  I  2015  I  EPFL

Tension point. Limit of the inside and the outside. The hori-
zontal plane is expressed  in plaster and the X vertical planes 
are in wood.

Interior view of the spatial proposition. Process model with a sloped superior plan.

Exterior view of the inside.

The first approach of a sloped ho-
rizontal plane which weighs on the 
body, expands the opposite sensation 
of Double Element.

Indeed, instead of lying on a woo-
den beam, “Planes“ defined an entire 
space where the body can interact. 

We feel this tension in an entire spa-
tial environment.
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Drawing of research and  construction. Scale 1:20

Process model of a rough plane incorporating Double Element topography.
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PLAN
ES  I  2015  I  EPFL
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ROOM

Juin 2015  I  Lausanne  I  EPFL

Outside view of the Room.
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RO
O

M
  I  2015  I  EPFL

Game of light. The purpose was to control as much as possible the beams of 
light to illuminate the room. 

The flow of light can be focused or sprayed depending on the sun’s position in 
the sky.
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Drawing of light research and construction plan. Scale 1:40 and 1:20

“Room“ is temporary accomoda-
tion for a student spending a week 
in Lausanne. It is a living idea about 
drawing. The plaster walls are deve-
lop to channel the light into the room. 

This Room is conceived as a machine. 
The atmosphere is «heavy» due to the 
massive plaster wall. 

This heavy feeling and atmosphere 
directs the inhabitant’s vision towards 
the ground (which becomes a kind of 
drawing-board) rather than upwards.

The wooden wall of the room has two 
skins so as to create a porous texture. 
This texture catches the abundantlight 
and prevents dazzle for the student.
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RO
O

M
  I  2015  I  EPFL

Chronophotography of me during a drawing session. I

II.
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HOUSE I

June 2016  I  Lausanne  I  EPFL

House I under construction.

Ground detail assembly.
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H
O

U
SE 1  I  2016  I  EPFL

Luminous curve expressing three movement in the House I.
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Everybody in the studio was in charge of two drawings. This is my elevation and cross-section for House I.
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H
O

U
SE 1  I  2016  I  EPFL

House I is a workshop realised at the 
end of the year in June 2016.
 

House I is a collaboration between 
the twelve studios of the first year stu-
dents at EPFL, composed of twelve 
rooms developed by each studio.

Each room was designed to be slotted 
into the protostructure which is a giant 
wood experiment in cohabitation. 

House I was built in one week by more 
than two hundred students.

The purpose of our room was to create 
a place of fun with a giant trampoline 
made with beams.

Finished Room by night. The walls have been designed to filter the light so as to give a porous aspect to the wood.
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THE SPANISH 
COTTAGE
Septembre 2013  I  Barcelona  I  AJN

The Spanish Cottage is a house in 
Formentera. I was asked to build the 
model of the project during my in-
ternship at AJN in Barcelona.
This project is a renovation of an exis-
ting villa in a protected area.

The house is transformed to be part of 
the ground. 
For the model I used as many organic 
materials as possible to connect the 
structure to the ground and to under-
line the importance of site in relation 
to the house. I worked with the diffe-
rent colours in balsa to convey the 
characteristics of each part of the plot.
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TH
E SPAN

ISH
 C

O
TTAG

E  I  2013  I  AJN
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PINPIN 
HOUSE
September 2016  I  Geneva  I  DVK

This project is a transformation of 
a ruin in Igualada in Spain. The 
idea was to create a space for 
the «meeting» of the ruin and the 
new house. 
I was asked during my internship, 
to suggest a house that incor-
porated the original volume and 
height of the ruin. 

The ruin and the new house create 
two skins that act like a filter, bringing  
a moment of appreciation of the ruin 
particularly under the canopy. At eve-
ry moment there is a relationship of 
respect vis-a-vis the old farm. 

The entry of the new house obligate the person to go into the ruin and appreciate a moment of contemplation 
between two times.
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IN
TERN

SH
IP  I  2016  I  AJ

Interior patio structure by the ruin that offers a visual framing.
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SKETCHES
PICTURES
2016  I  SELF EXPRESSION  I  RANDOM

No particular purpose: undefinable because it is a meditation on nothing in particular.

How a wall can serve different functions: it separates; it 
contains (with the alcove); and encourages movement (via the 
stairs).

Double skin of a church. Flap and curtain wall 
made from wooden rods.
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SELF EXPRESSIO
N

  I  2016  I  RAN
D

O
M

Borneo. Fragility and lightness of nature. A frog poised on a banana leaf.

Borneo. Three differents planes expressed by nuances of light. The bird gives an idea of scale.

Tinh lai Châu. Pyramid mountains with lost clouds.


